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Abstract: As literature reported, C57BL/6 A53T mutant human alpha-synuclein under the mice is one successful
model related to Parkinson’s disease(PD). In previous studies, over-accumulation of alpha-synuclein which lead to
lewy body, were revealed to cause impairment on motor ability in Parkinson’s disease mouse model. Nevertheless,
in the open filed test and the rota-rod test, hyperactivity and motor ability improvements at 12 months old was found
in our study.
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Introduction
Parkinson's Disease(PD) is the one of the most
common neurodegenerative disorders,affecting five
million people worldwide. The loss of dopamine
neurons in the substantia nigra and the formation of
intraneuronal inclusions called Lewy bodies account
for the typical pathological characterize of PD.
Alpha-Synuclein is the major structural component of
Lewy bodies, and it has been accepted by most
researchers that the overexpression of alpha-Syn
protein in neurons is problematic.To model the
disease,one approach was to create transgenic mice
that accumulated and aggregated the A53T mutant of
a-Syn, which causes an autosomal dominant form of
PD in humans [1] .The A53T a-Syn mouse model
successfully imitated many important features of
synucleinopathy,
including
age-dependent
neurodegeneration and reduced locomotion within a
certain perid and age-dependent loss of motor
performance [2，3，4] .
The pharmacological management of PD is
complex,and drug therapy were adopted by most
patient, however,most drugs have potential harmful
side effects .Study the PD models may provide useful
evidences for new therapy.In the research ,we found
some new points connected with aging of mouse
model.At the same time,some behavior confused us
because The trans-genetic mice behave deferent from
PD patients to some extent.

Materials and Methods
Animals
In our study, we used three-month-old, nine-monthold and twelve-month-old C57BL/6 mice to simulate
the correlation between the process of motor
symptoms with age. We kept mice at room
temperature under one day/one night cycle and
housed 4 animals/cage. Every one week, we cleaned
their home-cages and provided with food and water.
Mice were initially obtained from Jackson
Laboratories (Bar Harbor, ME). Mice with the mutant
gene were generated on A53T genetic background
with C57Bl/6 wild phenotype [9 ， 10]. Previous
studies have proved that the homozygous mice were
embryonic death or die, therefore we used the
heterozygous mice in our tasks. All experimental
animals were kept with approval of the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee. Mice used in
accordance with the Committee on the Ethics of
Animal Experiments of Qingdao University.
Open field Test
Open field test was used to evaluate locomotor
activity, exploratory behavior and tensity of mice in
an extraneous environment. Mice are born with the
fear to a new environment, therefore mice prefer to
spend more time in the central area rather than the
surrounding area. However, the exploration
characteristics would prompt mice to produce the
motivation to explore the novel environment.
Therefore, the frequency, duration and total distance
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of the mice in a new environment were used to reflect
the autonomous activity and exploratory behavior. In
this task, mice were placed in the center area and
allowed 10 min of free exploration, which is made by
transparent plexi, equipped with the ANY-maze
video tracking system to record activity.

assess this parameters. Previous study revealed that
genetic mutations traveled significantly greater
distances compared with wild-type mice at 2 months
and 12 months of age[5, 6, 7]. In our task, we did not
confirm this notion at 3-month-old mice[Fig. 1A].
During the 10 min of free exploratory activity , the 3
and 9 month-old mice traveled the virtually identical
distance in genetic mutations and wild-type[Fig. 1A].
Nevertheless, at 12 months, the distance increased
significantly compared with matched group[Fig. 1A].
At all ages, no difference was observed between
genetic mutations and control group in the time spent
in the center area, as well as the frequency and the
speed(data not show).

Rota-rod Test
Rota-rod apparatus was used for estimating the
balance and motor coordination of mice. At the
training session, the animals were placed on the rotarod for 2 min without rotation. Then the rod was
accelerated to a speed of 4-40 rpm for 5 min in total,
three trails one day for 3 days continuously. The
parameters of the test were recorded by the system.

Genetic
mutation
mice
reveals
abnormal
improvements on motor ability
Related to disease progression, 3, 9 and 12 months of
age mice were used to do rota-rod test. Our findings
indicated mice showed similar behaviors in motor
coordination at 3 and 9 months old[Fig. 1B].
However, at 12 months of age, the duration that mice
stayed on the rod exhibited a sharp increase[Fig. 1B].
Results from open field and rota-rod tests
demonstrated that genetic mutation mice develop
age-related hyperactivity and gross motor behavior,
as a previous study described[8]. Additionally, we
did not found these mice develop locomotor activity
and alteration motor ability on the onset of period[Fig.
1B].

Statistical analysis
All data were expressed as mean values ± S.E.M. Ttest was adopted to analyze the parameters at the
probe session between the control and trans-genetic
groups (SPSS 19.0 software, n≥6 for each group). *P
＜0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.
Results
Hyperactivity in C57BL/6 genetic mutations was
age-dependent
Locomotor activity was evaluated in C57BL/6
genetic mutations and wild-type mice at 3， 9, 12
months old. To determine the time process and
locomotor activity of development of C57BL/6
genetic mutations, we used the open field test to
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Figure 1. Age-dependent effects C57BL/6 genetic mutations mice on locomotor activity and motor ability. A,
total distance in all area of open field test at 3, 9, 12 months of age. B, latency to fall on the rod was recorded by the
rota-rod apparatus(IITC Life Sciences, Wood Hills, CA). All data were expressed as mean values ± S.E.M. T-test.
*P<0.05, **P<0.01, n ≥6.
Discussion
Combined, these behaviors at 3, 9, 12 months of age
and these time point lied well in advance of the early
and late-onset of locomotor activity and motor
abnormalities. These data indicated the genetic
mutation mice exhibited inverse to PD patients.
Numerous clinical reports manifested that antihyperactivity and motor disorders to PD patients[9,
10, 11]. At opposite poles, in our tasks, we found the
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3 and 9 month-old mice traveled the virtually
identical distance in genetic mutations and wildtype[Fig. 1A]. Nevertheless, at 12 months, the
distance increased significantly compared with
matched group[Fig. 1A]. These results suggested
that genetic mutation mice exhibited anti-anxiety
behaviors at 12 month-old. In the rota-rod test, our
findings indicated mice showed similar behaviors in
motor coordination at 3 and 9 months old[Fig. 1B].
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However, at 12 months of age, the duration that mice
stayed on the rod exhibited a sharp increase[Fig. 1B].
These data were consistent with previous reports
displayed that genetic mutation mice were
hyperactive
before
the
onset
of
motor
dysfunction[12], compared with other reports that
had testified the similar behavioral phenotypes[6, 13].
We do not know what the mechanisms are that lead
to motor improvement at 12 months old in genetic
mutation mice. There is a necessary to work hard to
explore the unknown mechanisms. We expect that
these findings may provide useful endpoints for
estimating novel therapeutic interventions for PD.
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